
Spring 1 Week 1 Thursday: 
Literacy: 

Today you are going to be a news reporter! You need to  

interview a member of your house. To do this, you will 
need to prepare some questions to ask this person. A  

question needs to have a capital letter at the start and a 
question mark at the end. Think about starting your  

questions in different ways using different  

starting words. Look at the question starter mat  
within the Literacy resources. Make a list of all of the  

different questions you would like to ask. These questions 
could be about the persons likes, dislikes, hobbies, talents, 

favourite food or colour etc. 

Maths: Drawing 2D shapes 

For today’s maths we would like you to have a 

go at drawing all of the 2D shapes that we have 

explored this week. Have a go at drawing the    

table on page 4 of this document into your home 

learning book and write all the properties for each 

shape drawn. The list of shapes is also on page 

4 to refer to if you wish.  
 

Phonics: ie as igh 

Blend for reading: night, 

might, mighty. Segment for 

spelling: fright, flight, bright. 

Read this sentence aloud: My 

bike is light. I want to eat a  

pie tonight. How could you 

improve these sentences? 

Spelling word of the day: 

could 

Take a look at today’s 

spelling video on Tapestry. 

Handwriting: 

Practice writing the letter y in  

cursive.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Complete two lines of the letter y and 

then try using it in the following 

words, yeti, yoghurt, yawn, yolk. Take 

a look at today’s handwriting video 

on Tapestry. 

Theme: Sketching 

Where is your favourite place to go in 

Dereham/where you live? 

Sketch a drawing of this place. It 

could be your favourite park, shop or 

street.  



Question starters 



Thursday’s phonics activity: phoneme spotter. 

 

A thief went to steal the queen’s green beads. As she went 

up the honey tree a buzzy bee stung her. ‘Ouch, that feels 

funny,’ and she screeched like a monkey.  

Pete the sheep is at a big meal called a feast. He eats some 

peas and green beans.  

Then a beast sneaks up and steals a peach and says, ‘I want some meat!’  

‘Please don’t eat us’, shrieked the sheep.  

Pete woke up with a scream and said,  

‘Silly me I was asleep and it was just a dream! That makes me happy!’  

How many did you find?  

Are all the words spelt the same?  



Additional resources and videos for this week’s learning: 

Literacy: 
BBC Supermovers: Question and exclamation marks 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1-english-question-exclamation-marks-with-karim-hacker/zkrx92p 

 

Maths: 

This week’s shapes include a Circle, Triangle, Square, Rectangle, Pentagon, Hexagon, Heptagon and Octagon.  

Create a table of your own to list the name of these shapes, to draw each shape and to identify each shape’s 

properties. For example: 

 
 

 

  

Name  Drawing Properties (number of sides 

and corners) 

Circle 
 

1 curved side 

0 corners 

  
 

  
 


